BOUNDARY ENCLOSURES IN HERITAGE AREAS AND TO HISTORIC BUILDINGS

At local level, the Zoning Schemes applicable to particular parts of Cape Town provide for the management of heritage areas and historic buildings. Other Heritage Advice pamphlets in this series include:

- Designs for Heritage Areas and Historic Buildings.
- Landscapes in Heritage Areas.
- Architectural styles in Cape Town.
- Heritage Resource Agency (SAHRA) at national level.
- Heritage Resource Section.
- The Heritage Act.
- Symbolism.
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INTRODUCTION

“Heritage resources” is a broad concept and can include many building, cultural, physical and intangible resources, both natural and cultural. Heritage resources may have been harmed by accidental, through neglect, or by being harmed by the previous generation.

The notion of curatorship is central to the conservation of heritage resources in order for one generation to pass down what they value to the next.

Heritage resources may include: language, traditions, and histories; unique environments; personal heroes and places; and historic objects.

Individuals and communities value these resources as part of their personal heritage and history, so they need to conserve them.

Heritage resources are settlements, places, objects, buildings, cultural exhibits, which are valued and remembered for their historic, aesthetic, scientific, scenic and/or social values. They may be culturally significant when they have historic, aesthetic, scientific, scenic and/or social values.

Heritage resources may include language, traditions, oral histories, monuments, but manages and conserves the qualities of whole landscapes, such as Table Mountain.

Heritage conservation practice deals with heritage resources which have values attached.
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